PatOrg 6 IP Management

PatOrg is a modular, versatile software solution for intelligent IPR management
that provides support to all kinds of IPR matters and processes. In leveraging its
potential, organizations can develop their business in a wide range of activities
while simultaneously saving time and cost.

Great Flexibility
What makes PatOrg particularly special is its
flexibility. It is a mature and versatile standard
software that has been successfully implemented in
companies, law firms and research institutions of all
sizes. PatOrg owes its flexibility to its unique
commands which were especially designed for IP
management, enabling easy and efficient
configuration. Prior skills in complex, abstract
programming language such as Visual Basic or SQL
are not required to use PatOrg. It is designed in a
user-friendly way so that attorneys or paralegals can
easily create templates for letters, emails, invoices,
or specify due date rules and model workflows –
without our assistance. PatOrg can be customized to
your specific needs, and is continuously adjusted to
the changing world of technology!

Great flexibility is also offered for managing data.
Custom data fields are provided for case
management, persons, activities, costs, documents,
and more according to your needs. Easy adaptability
within a short-time based on configuration by the
user, is PatOrg’s most important quality
characteristic. Complex updates as well as costly
individual programming requiring significant lead
and
planning
time
jeopardizing
software
maintenance in the long run are a thing of the past
with PatOrg. Although our software is widely used by
law firms, companies as well as research facilities
there are no software variants. There is only one
PatOrg for all which facilitates development, updates
and training.
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Long-standing and Widely Used in Practice
PatOrg is the market-leading software solution for IP Management in Germany. More than 400 organizations
all across Europe rely on PatOrg – many of them for more than 10 years.

Easy to Learn

Low Maintenance Cost

PatOrg is based on consistent concepts with data
managed according to coherent principles that have
proven their worth in practice, time and again.
When handling of cases is learned, the management
of other matters is basically understood as well.

Once PatOrg's basic principles are understood,
configuration can quickly be done in-house with
ease. The software allows for enhancements and
adaptions to new requirements as well as legal
changes, with a minimal investment of your time.
Since PatOrg’s commands do not directly access the
database, configuration is not sensitive to structural
database changes. Updates have a minimal effect on
individual configuration which makes simplifies
system maintenance.

Full-featured Report Generator
PatOrg is equipped with an
efficient report generator which
allows for the creation of reports
in several formats including
Microsoft Word, Excel and PDF.
By means of PatOrg's report
generator all types of managed data can be accessed
and freely compiled, textually as well as graphically,
using different types of charts.

Advanced Technology
PatOrg is based on Microsoft.NET
and Oracle database technology. Due
to this solid foundation, PatOrg is
highly performant, very stable, and scalable.

Multilingual

Quick Setup

PatOrg is available in German and English. To adapt
translations or to localize PatOrg to another language,
PatOrg offers easy-to-use translation means
supported by Bing translation web service. Using UTF8 encoding, PatOrg can process data in many other
languages incl. Arab, Chinese and Cyrillic.

Out-of-the-box sample configurations tailored to law
firms, companies and research organizations, along
with best-practices with respect to typical
requirements, facilitate quick implementation,
accelerate time-to-value and offer continuous
optimization.
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Document Management System (DMS) of Your Choice
Designed as an open system PatOrg complies with Content Management Interoperability Standard (CMIS). Just
plug in any DMS of your choice having a CMIS interface such as SAP DMS,
Documentum, Alfresco, Exo or Agorum, get OCR, full text search and
archive your documents revision-proof with ease. It works even with
several DMS in parallel!
PatOrg provides to manage all kind of documents including emails and media files. Each document can be
assigned to related case, person and due date records. Favorites tagging facilitate quick access to documents
you are currently working on. See also: “CMIS interface fact sheet”

Comprehensive Workflows

Impressive Performance

Leveraging PatOrg Workflows a variety of IPR
processes can be modelled and automated by means
of PatOrg’s commands. There are more than 1000
commands available including usage examples and a
multitude of events which enables the automation
of basically any system action (e.g., calculation of
due dates, dialog queries, data modification,
document generation, etc.).

PatOrg works fast! Even complex queries are quickly
processed. Simple letters, invoices and reports can
be produced in seconds.
In particular, this is achieved by:
▪ Optimization in the Oracle database
All kinds of data are stored in the Oracle
Database. Access routines are fully optimized in
the Oracle database for maximal performance.
▪ Document generation without controlling
Microsoft Word or Outlook
No OLE! No ActiveX! PatOrg generates
documents on its own without using Word,
Outlook and PDF-Files (e.g., without using
Microsoft Word, Outlook or Adobe Acrobat).
Only after the document is generated is it passed
and opened in the respective software (if
requested by the user) and may be further
modified manually.

Fine-grained Authorization System
Customizable user/role-based access
control system guarantees that only
authorized people will be able to see
and manipulate data.

Variable List Layouts
Layout of result lists can be easily and widely customized.
Importantly, by means of Drag&Drop list fields can be intuitively
compiled. Moreover, it is possible to configure the ordering of
columns, column size, sorting, and colorization for lines, and cells
dependent of data, grouping and fixed columns. PatOrg saves multiple list layouts and can easily switch
between them so that data can always be presented according to respective information needs and depending
on search query. Lists are equipped with several export options to save data in Microsoft Word, Excel, HTML,
CSV and more, so creating files containing specific data in a predefined format is easily done with PatOrg.
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Various Interfaces
As a cutting-edge software, PatOrg has a number of high-capacity interfaces for:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Outlook)
DMS-/ECMS via CMIS
General ledger systems
Annuity service providers (Dennemeyer, CPA, Pavis, IPAN, EPAS)
Validation services
Patent offices (Epoline, DPMADirekt, Open Patent Services)
LEDES E-Billing
LDAP / Active Directory
Valipat

Powerful Search
Nothing remains hidden with PatOrg's comprehensive possibilities for searching. Any
field is searchable including custom fields. Boolean functions are supported for
combining search criteria to also enable more complex searches. Since case and person
management in particular comprise many data fields, PatOrg tailors search screens per
Drag&Drop containing only the most relevant search fields (even with predefined search
criteria) for the respective matter and/or user. If necessary, additional search fields can
be added at any time. With just one click PatOrg can switch to another search screen.
One of PatOrg’s most powerful features is integrated search, which combines search criteria from several
dependent entities such as case data and due dates. Intertwined inquiries such as the following can easily be
made:
▪
▪
▪

Find documents which exist for patents whose application date lies between 04/23/2003 and 05/01/2003
Find cases which exist for fixed dates that have to be completed next week
Find persons data that is only linked with closed cases

PatOrg is also equipped with broad search options for searching data in all kinds of fields. A proximity search
option is available so that PatOrg can find data records even if the search criteria does not completely match
with managed data, which is particularly helpful when searching for patent numbers.
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Let PatOrg drive your IP organization and intelligently manage all kinds of IP
rights including related general matters over the entire lifecycle with one
integrated solution.
Cases

Docketing

Free from rigid structures! IP Matters are
characterized by a multiplicity of aspects and may be
very specific in nature. For efficient handling of
inventions,
patents,
trademarks,
contracts,
oppositions and other, PatOrg offers one flexible
case management featuring custom fields facilitating
the management of all kind of cases in a uniformed
manner, while simultaneously showing most
relevant case data in one view. PatOrg’s case view
seamlessly integrates with online Patent Registers in
more than 150 jurisdictions worldwide so that
internal data and official data is presented at a
glance.

Due dates calculation is based
on
customizable
rules.
Relative to official due dates,
reminder deadlines can be
defined according to your
own or individual clients'
needs. PatOrg provides the
ability to create, postpone or cancel terms in
accordance with the four-eyes-principle. Due dates
can be filtered according to any criteria. By means of
user-defined filters, it is possible to define specific
alert lists which can be added to the dashboard.
PatOrg's sample configuration includes statutory
calculation rules for due dates for a variety of
countries. All kinds of actions with respect to
docketing are stored and are thus fully traceable.

Contacts
Person management shares sophisticated concepts
with case management enabling all kinds of persons
and organizations such as clients, inventors, law
firms and others to be managed individually and
detailed at the same time. Person management,
moreover, allows the establishment of user-defined
relationships between records and the ability to use
them for intelligent data processing.

Document Management
PatOrg's integrated document management system (DMS) provides the ability to store and index all kinds of
documents. Alternatively or additionally, files can be easily stored in any third-party CMIS-compliant DMS such
as Alfresco, exo or Agorum extending PatOrg’s capabilities to preserve previous document versions and archive
documents in an audit-compliant manner.
For many file formats PatOrg offers a quick document preview (e.g., for Microsoft Office files). Annotation of
PDFs is also supported. Each document can be allocated to several contacts, cases, and due date records.
Import of files is easily done by Drag&Drop. To efficiently handle scanned incoming mail, PatOrg features a
mass interface facilitating quick categorization and assignments to case and person records.
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Document / Email Generation
Maximize your productivity of document output! PatOrg is very strong in automatic document as well as
invoice generation. Instead of simple RTF files, PatOrg offers to create nicely designed Word/docx and
Outlook/msg files or even e-mails including attachments in one step.
Complex templates for Microsoft Word, Outlook and PDF documents can be defined with ease only using Word
or Outlook and leveraging PatOrg Commands. There is no need to have any previous knowledge of SQL or VBA
in this respect. PatOrg is also capable to fill-out Word and PDF forms as e.g. for reporting IDS.

Continuous Electronic Processes with PDF Forms
PatOrg’s outstanding technology for document generation can also automatically create PDF
forms based on Microsoft Word templates. You can use checkboxes, combo boxes, text fields
and other elements to make your client-specific letters even more interactive. Leveraging
PatOrg Workflows it is possible to import and process data entered by the addressee with
just one click.

Activity and Service Recording

Annuities

PatOrg provides, records and manages all kinds of
activities including assignments to case(s), person(s),
projects and more. It is designed to predefine forms,
descriptions, fees and hourly rates for typical
activities. (Billable) activities can be processed into
invoice items with full flexibility (e.g., combined
where necessary). PatOrg's report generator
conveniently analyses managed activities.

Annuities can be efficiently managed from PatOrgs’
database of worldwide IPR annuity rules. PatOrg
supports both in-house renewing and renewing via
annuity service providers (e.g., Dennemeyer, IPAN or
Pavis). The mode of procedure can be set
individually for each case and country.

Detailed Cost Forecasting
Based on renewal data either produced by PatOrg or
imported from an annuity provider, future costs for
any period of time can be calculated and analyzed
using PatOrg’s report generator.
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Invoicing

Convenient IDS Management

PatOrg provides single as well
as collective (periodical)
invoicing. Specific invoice
layouts enable law firms to
conveniently create invoices
for clients’ specific needs.
Recorded activities and incoming invoices can be
processed into invoice items for passing on costs. For
the compilation of invoices there is also a wide range
of options and aids available which can be combined
with each other when needed, ranging from simple
manual compilation to fully automatic composition.
PatOrg’s invoicing capabilities benefit from the
system’s advanced technology for document
generation as well since invoice templates can be
simply defined based on Microsoft Word templates.

State-of-the-art literature
can be stored, indexed
and managed including
bibliographic (meta) data,
case assignments and
others. For search and
examination reports from the European Patent
Office a workflow is offered to load cited patent
documents from Espacenet. PatOrg’s technology for
form-filling facilitates the population of official IDS
forms automatically. It is also possible to generate
letters or emails covering IDS matters for foreign
lawyers.

Legal Status Tracking and IP Register Integration
PatOrg deeply integrates web services of European and German patent registers
which allows the legal status for European and German Patents, Trademarks and
Designs to be easily tracked. When legal status changes, PatOrg notifies the users
responsible for the respective IPR. By means of workflows it is possible to
automatically take over register data in cases and import documents in PatOrg’s document management.
Additionally, PatOrg provides the option to consider register information for case search. So, for example, it is
possible to find all cases assigned to a special IPC class even if IPC class information is not included in internal
case data.

Management of Revenues and Costs
Activities concerning management of revenues and
costs are a matter of routine in daily work.
Therefore, support by PatOrg’s elaborate software
offers great possibilities for improvement of
efficiency and quality. To facilitate the entering of
costs and revenue, input forms can be adapted and
(partly) filled with default values. Thereby, ratios
defined in related cases are incorporated to
automatically split amounts between cost centers as
needed. Embedding of input tasks in PatOrg
Workflows automatically starts actions such as
accountings or the generation of letters, e-mails or
reports using data that has been input.

Accrued revenues and costs can be summed up for
cases or persons/organizations. When required,
sums can be categorized by their attributes, such as
accounting type, period or nature of fee.
Customizable lists and reports enhance the analysis
capabilities for deeper insight. PatOrg is featured
with an import interface to conveniently handle
invoice receipts from renewal services. Export is also
supported. For fee payments to patent offices or
further internal calculation an SAP interface is
provided.
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Ad Hoc Visualizations
Data included in result lists can be visualized instantly on demand. You can easily create pi and bar charts
showing distribution of values in selected columns. PatOrg also provides advanced map visualization which
enables the ability to create maps, for example, graphically showing the legal status of patent families over the
world. It also offers the option of visualizing the number of active IPs per country. On request PatOrg can colorcode all countries in a selected color to show accession to a certain treaty.
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PatOrg provides various add-ons and interfaces.
Outlook Plugin
PatOrg’s Outlook Plugin seamlessly integrates in Microsoft Outlook. It also conveniently imports incoming and
outgoing mail in PatOrg. Based on senders’ and recipients’ addresses emails are automatically assigned to
contact records. Moreover, the Plugin scans e-mails for reference numbers of managed cases and assigns them
this way to the respective case(s). E-mail attachments can be separately imported and described.
Before importing, PatOrg performs a duplicate check in order to avoid document duplications. This is done for
any attachment as well. If an attached document is already available in PatOrg’s document management,
PatOrg reads defined document assignments for the respective document and proposes additional ones if
email suggests others. See also: Brochure „Outlook-Plugin“

LEDES-Interface

PatOrg IP Portal

E-Billing is easy done with
PatOrg. Invoicing is LEDEScompliant
and
supports
LEDES98B,
LEDES98BI
and
LEDES2000 formats. Both single
and collective invoices can be
generated.

With the IP Portal it is possible to have data and
documents managed in PatOrg available for external
parties over the web. So, for example inventors or
clients can be given controlled, web-based access
with easy access to cases, due dates, mail, costs and
others. IP Portal integrates well in intranet portals
and websites. Design can be easily adapted based on
CSS styles.

Valipat Online Validation
PatOrg’s advanced, workflow-based validation interface can create and send validation
orders to validation service provider “Valipat.” Upon user’s request, all relevant case and
contact data is assembled and communicated via Valipat’s web service. As a result,
Valipat’s quote/ordering web page is automatically populated with data. The interface also provides integrated
status tracking so that PatOrg’s case data view is extended by data from Valipat.

Interfaces to Annuity / Renewal Providers
The PatOrg IP Management annuity payment system can be efficiently managed with EPAS, PAVIS, IPAN, CPA,
Dennemeyer and CPI. Providers’ interfaces are designed differently. Thus, scope and mode of data exchange
depends on interface capabilities. In this respect, PatOrg IP Management supports the following functions:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Case data export to annuity provider (AP)
Reminder data import including quote from AP
Price list import (as an alternative to b)
Order data export
Status tracking and import of receipts from AP
Import of costs

If necessary, interfaces to annuity providers can be used in parallel (e.g., a client requests annuities to be
processed by a designated service provider). Interface technology is file-based, therefore files are automatically
created and imported. Transfer is done via email. See also: Brochure „Interfaces to annuity / renewal
providers“
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Epoline Online Filing
Online-Filings can be done completely automatically with PatOrg IP Management and Epoline.
PatOrg’s Epoline interface is based on customizable workflows which assemble and transfer all
kinds of data and documents to Epoline in one step. If an application was successfully filed, a
new reference number is stored in the respective case, then another interface function
downloads the receipt and assigns it to the case. See also: Brochure „Epoline interface“
The following procedures are supported:
▪ DE patent application
▪ EP patent application
▪ EURO-PCT patent application
▪ PCT patent application
▪ PCT-SDF
▪ PCT-DEMAND

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

AT patent application
AT utility model application
DK patent application
Opposition proceedings
Subsequent submissions
AT Subsequent submissions

LDAP / Active Directory
PatOrg is featured with a bi-directional LDAP interface which has the ability to automatically transfer data for
defined users via LDAP to directory services like Active Directory whereby scope of data can be clearly set up.
On the other hand, using PatOrg commands, it is also possible to read contact data from directory services and
use it in workflows for automatic processing. So, for example, contact records (e.g. representing inventors) can
be automatically created or updated in order to add data such as contact data or department affiliation
available in a global directory.
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